INTRODUCTION 18
Elon Musk once said that "the future of humanity is fundamentally going to bifurcate along one 19 of two directions: either we are going to become a multi-planet species and a space-faring civilization, 20 or we are going be stuck on one planet until some eventual extinction event." Refusing to believe in 21 the latter scenario, Mr. Musk works tirelessly to establish Tesla's electric automobiles, Solar City's solar 22 roof, The Boring Company's transportation system, and SpaceX's rockets. Our four-member team 23 also aspires to realize such hope by contributing our ideas and efforts with this project. This letter 24 briefly describes and discusses our concept of a floating device generating energy from renewable 25 resources that not only considerably increases power generation through innovative design and 26 self-optimization, but also greatly reduces the installation cost and minimizes the maintenance effort 27 compared to commercialized technologies.
28

CONCEPT
29
The proposed concept, namely ESwift, which stands for smart and self-stabilizing water-wind 30 floating turbine, is technologically distinct from existing solutions in three innovative features. Firstly, 31 the design consists of one vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) and one crossflow marine hydrokinetic 32 turbine (MHKT) arranged in a coaxial fashion, with an electric generator located near the water surface.
33
Secondly, the floating platform, on which the system resides, is held in place by one to four ship type 34 anchors temporarily moored to the sea bed and is incorporated with a submerged quad-propeller 35 assistive stabilizer/mobilizer. Thirdly, the floating device is equipped with communication systems 
